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WONDERBLY TAKES CHILDREN ON A PERSONALIZED, SEARCH-AND-FIND 
ADVENTURE WITH WHERE ARE YOU? A JOURNEY THROUGH TIME 

 
New Title Transports Children Across Five Alternate Universes to Save the World 

 
London, September 18, 2019 – Wonderbly, a publisher of high-quality personalized books, today announced the 
launch of its newest title, Where Are You? A Journey Through Time. In the sequel to the best-selling Where Are 
You…?, children will travel from prehistoric times to the future as they pore over each page of the personalized 
book to uncover charming challenges and visual jokes. 
 
“We’re really excited to be launching this new title as a follow-up to the first Where Are You…?. It’s got a really 
powerful message, about how any child has the potential to change history,” said David Cadji-Newby, Creative 
Director of Wonderbly. “Our team puts huge time and effort into every Wonderbly book, as we want children to 
really believe that they are in the story, and to realize that they can be and do anything imaginable. Where Are 
You? A Journey Through Time is no different. They’ll love seeing themselves as the hero, travelling through time 
and getting up to all kinds of mischief.” 
 
Where Are You? A Journey Through Time provides children with a unique experience as it is personalized to include 
their name and a character that most resembles them. The story begins when a parallel universe portal arrives at 
the child’s door with news that a time-travelling pigeon is trying to take over the world and they are the only one 
who can stop him! They will then be transported to five alternate universes in this brilliantly bonkers search-and-
find odyssey to find different versions of themselves throughout time and complete their mission to save the world. 
 
Each double-page spread takes over 100 hours to illustrate and is bursting with vibrant color, curious characters 
and visual jokes galore. Children will be able to explore their endless potential as they spend hours spotting 
themselves in this fun, space-hopping book. 
 
When Are You? A Journey Through Time is available now for $29.99 on Wonderbly.com. For additional information 
on all Wonderbly titles, visit Wonderbly.com or @Wonderbly on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter. 
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ABOUT WONDERBLY 
Since 2012, Wonderbly’s best-selling books have delighted 4 million children (and grown-ups!) all over the world. 
Their meaningful, magical stories let children imagine themselves doing extraordinary things. 
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